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Interview with Dr. Yves-Eric SCHMIERER on March 13th, 2019 
in Ville-d’Avray, France 
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Yves-Eric Schmierer was born on June 12th, 1932, in Paris, France. A brother, Claude, was born in 
1937. 

His father, Dr. Paul Schmierer, was born in Czernovitz (now Chernivtsi, Ukraine), in 1905, when it was 
part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and his native language was German. His father’s grandfather 
attended the first Zionist conference in Basel, Switzerland, and Paul’s parents were politically active in 
the Socialist Party. There was a numerus clausus for the study of medicine in what had become 
Romania after WW I, so Paul went to Vienna, then Italy, where he was expelled to France for his 
political activism under Mussolini’s reign. He was naturalized as a French citizen in 1928, but contrary 
to many who had been naturalized after 1927, he was never denaturalized by Vichy. 

His mother, Vala (Valentine) Vilter, was born in Geneva where her Russian parents had been exiled 
because of their political activism as Bundists. After a general amnesty, the family returned to Russia, 
but eventually left for France right after the Russian Revolution, in 1918 or 1919. Val studied to obtain 
a diploma to become a dental technician. When she and Paul married in 1928 and he was still 
studying to become a doctor, she supported the couple working as a linotypist. He received his 
diploma in 1932 and decided to set-up practice in a suburb of Paris, Rosny-sous-Bois. 

Yves-Eric attended the local public school. He does not remember being singled-out as a Jew. (His 
parents had not gone to the local authorities to sign up as Jews and never received a red Jewish 
stamp on their identity papers. The name could have been considered Alsatian.) Most of his 
memories connected to the war are connected to resistance activities, but not necessarily Jewish 
resistance activities. He remembers being hungry, being scared. 

Neither Paul nor Vala’s families practiced Judaism – they had been political activists for several 
generations. Most of Yves-Eric’s memories of the pre-war years are connected to political discussions 
and groups of friends meeting at the family home. The family was friendly with Daniel Ungemacht (dit 
“Bénédite”) and his wife Théo. He remembers that his father was involved in helping the Spanish 
Republicans and that he went on a secret mission to Belgium to meet with the Spaak, the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs at the time and later part of the government in exile during WW II, to obtain aid. 

He remembers that contrary to most members of the French Socialist Party, his father was against the 
Munich accords in 1938. Paul warned his son that there might be a war soon and that he would have 
to give up all his toys and the things with which he was familiar. 
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As soon as France declared war in September, 1939, his father was called up to serve. Vala and the 
boys went to live in Égreville in the Seine-et-Marne, not far from Nemours, until the armistice with 
Germany in June, 1940. 

Yves-Eric does not remember how he and his mother and brother got to Marseille, but that is where 
the settled. The Bénédites were working with Varian Fry at the Centre Américain de Secours and 
obtained a secretarial job for Vala there to support the family.1  

Yves-Eric recounts how his father was arrested as a French soldier and escaped several times, finally 
making his way to Marseille, where, he, too, worked at the CAS. Daniel Bénédite recounts the 
important role Paul played in this organization, especially after Fry was expelled from France, in his 
memoirs. 2 

Yves-Eric remembers the long lines of people in the stairway leading to Fry’s office at the hotel on the 
rue de Garibaldi. (Before and after the interview, he remembered visiting the Villa Air Bel at one time 
and was perplexed and frightened by a painting by Victor Brauner of someone with three eyes…) 

Vala decided to send the children to a small pension in the town of Vence, run by Adrienne Michel. 
She later took in Vala, her parents, and other Jewish families. In 2005, she was named “Righteous 
among the Nations” by Yad Vashem. Yves-Eric remembers that many of Fry’s “customers” worked in 
Vence, making shoes and handbags out of raffia. (He has some of the Willy Maywald photos that 
shows this, especially one that the photographer took of his mother. The USHMM Photo Archives has 
this collection, donated by Jutta Niemann.) 

After November, 1942, when the Italians were no longer in control of the region, Paul sent the family 
to Lezoux, in the Puy-de-Dôme,  where they spent 1943 and 1944. Thanks to a gendarme, Paul was 
warned that the family was in danger. (Paul continued his clandestine activities, but during a visit, 
treated a wounded resistance fighter, which was punishable by execution.) Vala absconded by bicycle 
with the two boys to a little village in Auvergne. 

In September, 1944, the family was reunited and returned to Rosny-sous-Bois, starting from scratch. 
He recounts many of the resistance activities his father accomplished and how he was recognized as 
one of those who joined De Gaulle before July, 1943. Paul Schmierer died suddenly at the age of 60. 

Dr. Schmierer had studied medicine and specialized in radiology. His mother decided to leave the 
family home in Rosny-sous-Bois to be near him and his family. She lived in a small cottage on their 
property in Ville-d’Avray for many years and worked in Paris, even in her 70s. She was interviewed for 
a conference held in Marseille in 1999 and for a film about Varian Fry in 2000. Vala died a few months 
before her 105th birthday. 

 
                                                            
1 See photo of a letter from Fry to Vala in 1942 included with scans given to the USHMM by Y-E Schmierer. 
2 La filière marseillaise:  un chemin vers la liberté sous l’Occupation 
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